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ΑBSTRACT: Αn acοurate ιlesign of structure subjected to seismiο loads has to consider the veri-fication of the
stiftless, resistance and duοtility triad, Unforhnately, in the present codes only ttre dfuect checking for
sti-ffiless and resis1ance is required, the duαility demands being ensured just by detailing rules. During the last

great earthquakes t}is provision has been proved to be inadequate, the damage οf steel struοtures being very
importaιt. Thus, a οοnsistent metlοdolοgy for dfueοt duοtility checking is requiτed by design praοtice. This
paper presents a proposal for such met}odology, which οonsiders the interaοtion between loοal and global

duοtility.

Ι

ΙNTRoDUcTΙoN

For an effiοient seismiο ιlesign is neοessary to use

plastiο analysis in which ductility plays an important
role, The behaviour οf a struοture dφends on

ductility requiτements, οoπφrising both
earthquake οharaοteristics and the available

the

duαility

of tle individual members, whiοh is 1imited by

buοkling of coφression plates or fracture of tension

parts. Therefore'

for a proper design of

steοl

strudures subjeοted to seismic lοads, the ductility
cheοking shοuld be quantified at the same level as
for stiftιess and strength. Unfortunately, in ttre
prΘsΘnt codes there are only vague provisions

"...when plastic global analysis

is

used,

the

members shall be capabΙe of forming plastiο hinges

with suffiοient rotation οapaοity to enable tle
required redistribution

of

bending moment tο

develop'..,' (EιJRocoDE 3, 5.3.1), .....sufEcient
loοal duοtility of members or parts of members in
compressiοn shall be assuτed...'' (EιJRocoDE 8'
3.5.3.1). These two examples shοw the very rough

by οοdes. For the structural
designer is essential to have a οlear definition of
what .. suffiοient rotation capacity,, or .. suffiοient
loοal ductility,' means aιcl how these terms οaι be
defnitions given

quantified.

The EC 8 οonsiders that sufficient duΦility for
members shall be assured by limiting the width-tothiοkness ratio of compression parts, aοcording tο
the οross.sectional οlasses φeοified in EC 3. Fol
plastiο global analysis,

EC 8 gives limitations for the q-faοtor value
in relation wittr tlree behavioural classes, being the
use of class 4 sections not allowed in dissipatiνe
zones. For joints the provisiοns given in Αnnex of
EC3 considers only some constructional details,
without any eψliοit ductility determination. This
methodology to assure a suffiοient duοtility by
means of construΦional rules on1y, contains many
Shortcomiflgs and in some cases is proved tο be not
οlass 2.

EC 3

requires that

effective beοause:
(i) The local ductility of members dφοnds not on1y
on width-to-thiοkness ratios, but alsο on the flaιge
and web interaοtion, member length, moment
gradient,level ofaxial forces, etο. As a consequence
of such additional faοtors, tλe concept of cross section behavioural classes shοuld be substituted by
tle οonοept of member behavioural οlasses (Gionοu
& Μanρ|anl' |994' Gionοu and Petοu, 1997'

Μazzo|aιi & Piluso, 1993' Αnastasiadis' 1999).

(n) The provisions of EC 3 οoncenring tle duοtility
of members and joints refer to the statiο loads. Ιn
case of seismic actions, the local behaviour of crosssections is οonsiderably different due to οyοliο and
high veloοity οharacteristics of loads (Gioncu, 2000,
Gionοu et al,2000a, Αnastasiadis et al,2000). These
new factαrs reduce tle loοal duοtility and, in some
cases' οan transform the plastic deformations in a
brittle fraοtuτο (for instance, the connection failure

during Noπhridge and Kobe earthquakes).

Ιn

addition, t}e duαility demand is strongly influenοed
by tle eaπhquake ηpe (neaτ or far-soιrrοe) (Gioncu
et

al]

al

2000b).

(iii) The οode impοses that plastic

membeτs developing plastic hinges shall have οlass
1 cross-sοοtiοns, and under φeοial οonditions also

deformations

oοcur only at the beam ends and at the column bases,
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but without considering the joints, whiοh under
some conditions can show a stable behaviour.

retυrn pεrιods

Bπ in

ιeality, tle required overstrengtl of cοnneοtions (the

joint οapaοξ must be 20% stronger than

the

adjacent member) does ιot assure the elastiο
behaviouτ of joints. As a consequence, t}e joint
οoιrld be the weakest coq)onent of the node and its
duΦility caιnot be iμored (Gioncu, 1999a, Gioncu
et ε| 2000ε).
For these reasons, it is strongly requiτed by design
praσtiοe to have a cοnηlrehensive methodology for
duοtility οhecking, The preseιrt paper presΘnts such a
method in which all ttre above mentioned faοtors are
οousidered'

2 DUCΠLITY cΙΙEcKΙNG ΙN
DESΙGN

SEISMΙC

Buitding in seismic areas requires the dwelopment

of a

particular design phiΙosophy. The basic

prinοiple ofthis philosophy consists in considering
that it is not eοonomically justified that, in a seismic
aοtive area, all struοtιrres shoιild be desξned tο

tle

survive
strongest possible ground motion
without any damage. Ιn the rare event of very strong
ground motion, damage would be tolerated as long
as tle structure collapse is prwented. The main goal
of seismiο design anιl requirement is to proteα life

and struΦure collapse. ΙΙowever, the

las1

eartΙquakes have been characterized by element
οoΙlapses, intemrption of fimαionality for many
buildings, evacuation of people, losses in work
places for varying periods, monetary losses and,
tlerefore, they have shorrun that the above mentioned

goal

is not

sufficient

for a

proper

de*ign

methodology' So, in t}e last time the οoncept of
muhi-level design approaοh is proposed as a basic

Vision 2000 Committee of
sEAoc (Bert€ro, 1996) fοur levels of strucfurat
performance are proposed: f"ιιy operαtionαΙ,
operαtioιιal, life sξety aιd neαr collαpse for
design philosophy. Ιn the

frequent, oοοasional rare and very rarΘ earthquakes.
Μazzρ|aιi' and Piluso (1996) propose t}τee levels:
serνi ceαbi li ty, damαgeαb i lity aιd surνiναbi liυ nmit
states. Contrary
prοposes f\ν'o levels
verifiοation: serνiceαbiliιy, aιd ultimαιe limit state.
Αmong these proposaΙs, the verification for t}τee
levels seems to be more reasonable for design

Ec 8

practice.

To be

effective

for

design,

δ
Figure

b)

1

Stiffiless, strength and duοtility triad.

Ιn tle capaοξ design metλod a proper seismic
design must consider the verifiοation of struΦure
stiffiιess, streng1h and ductility (Baοhmann et all,
1995). Because tle verification of this triad for eaοh
above limit states is tοo οumbersome. it seems that it
is more rational to perfοrm tle stiftless, streιrgth and
ductility checks at different limit states: stiffiress for

serviceability,

in

case

of

frequent and weak

earthquakes, stre,ngth for damageability, for rare and
moderate earthquakes, and ductility for survivability,
in case ofvery rare and strong earthquakes (Figure
1b).

The designer must

verξ

the stifftess in elastic

range (linear analysis), the strength by elasto-plastiο

analysis, using one of the well known metlods

(equivalent static analysis, push-over analysis, timehistory analysis) and the ιluαility with the οollapse
kinematic mechanisms of struΦuτe (loοal and global
mechanisms).

these

performance levels must be translated into seismic
actioι values in term of design aοcelerations. [n this
οontext, it is necessary tο clecide t}e retυπr period
for eaοh level. For t}τee perfoπnance levels it is
admitted that 10, 50 and 450 years coπeφond for
the above mentioned limit statΘS, reφeοtively, The
adequιte aοcelerations result from recιπτence
relations established for each seismiο area (Figure

3

REQUΙRED ΑND AVΑΙLΑBLE DUCTILΙTΙES

Ductility assessment of a struΦure is provided by
satisfuing the limit state οriterion:

YrDr"o<#"

1a).
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(1)

where D,* is the requireιl iluctility, obtained from
the global plastiο behaviouτ of struοture, and Du, is

the available ductility determined from the local
plastic deformation, while γτ, γa arΘ tle partial safeξ

faΦors for requiτed ιluοtility and available duοtility,
reφeοtively. ThesΘ two safΦy faαors must be
determined considering tie sοatter of data with a
mean plus one standard variεtion, Values γ" = 1.3
and γ' = 1.2 are propοsed for t}.is verifiοation, if tle
avai1able duαility is determined by plastiο
deformation. Ιf tλe available duοtility resιrlts from
loοal fracture, a gteater value ofγu must be used (γ"
= 1.5). The relationship (1) is presenteιl in Figure 2a.
Ιn the range where this relation is not satisfied, the
inelastic foιοe redistribution is ιοt assured and the

structuΙe m:Ιy collapse. Αnother indiοator of
stτucture behavioιrr is tλe ductility index (Figure 2b):

D."^

Ιo=/'|aΞ
- ''-*D*

Q\

The elastic limit \i/ith minοr damage correφonds to
the duοtility index of 0.1, superfiοial and repairable
damage to the value of 0.4 and collapse limit to the

of 1.0. Values of tle ιluctility index
greater ttran 0.6 show ιrnΙφairable damage aniΙ
values over 1.0 οοrreφond to the extensive damage
anil progressive collapse state' This duοtility index
can be used as indioator of survivabfftv limit state.
damage index

4 GLoBAL DUCTΙLΙTY AS
DUcTΙLΙTY

The global duοtility

is

direοtly related

operative, Ιmportant aαivity

in πlaοro

and

miοrozonation has been carried out all over the
World to identξ and. characteize all the potential

sources of ground motions. For the structural
engineers the interest of these results is focused in
t}e source characteristiοs with direοt influenοe on
seismiο aοtion. Sourοe depth has a οonsiderable
influenοe on tle earthquake behaviour and may be
classified as (Figure 3):
.surfαce sources;
-deep sources.

ι-

τaΓ-souΓcQ
a)

sυμrf ιcιaI
easy repatιable
ΓeρalΓab|e

-

υnΓePatΓabιe
unacceρtabIe

caracteιtstιc

b)

the

amοιΙnt of infοrmation conοeming ttre feature of
earthquakes is οolleοted gnd impοrtant databases are

|sourφ

E

to

earthquake characteristics, Ιn the last time a gleat

.l--

θ

REQι,ΙRED

factor damage

Figure 2 Methods for duαility checking.

Figure 3 Ιnfluenοe ofsouτce depth,
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Ge,lrerally

tle

surface soιrrοes are more frequent,

over 85 percent of recorded earthquakes being
ranged within 15Κnι The importance of source

dφth is ιmderlined by the attenuation low, which is
very important for surface earthquakes (Figure 3a).

So, ttre surface earthquakes have Δ grcal influence on
the reiluοeil area around t}e φicenter, Ιn tle las1

time, two main regions with different groιmd motion

charaοteristics are considered (Figure 3a) (Ιwan,
r996):

-necιr-Soιιrce regιon' ιηihich can be defined as the
region within few kilometres from either the zurfaοe
Ιιrpture or the projeαion on the groιrnd surface of tle
fault rupture zοne. This region is also refeπed as
near field region;
-fαr-source region, situated at somΘ hundred
kilometres far from ttre sourοe.
For ileφ sorΙrceξ the attenuation is reduced and
the affeοted areas are vΘry large (Figure 3b).
Unfortιrnateξ the ground motions and the desiμ
methοds aιlopted in the majority of οodes are mainΙy
based on records obtained frοm intermediate or farsource fields, being unable to ilescribe in a proper
mannΘr the earthquake action in near.source field.
only the last Ι.JBC 97 has introduceil somc

supplementary provisions conοerning

the

near-

sourοe earthquakes, οonsidering tle lessons learned
fromthe last dramatic events (Νorthτidge, Kobe).

Αnother very important faΦor influencing the

groιmd mοtions
may be:

is t}e sourοe mechanism'

whiοh

-interpιαte mechαnisms (Figure 4a) produced by
sudden relative movemΘnt of two adjacent teοtoιiο
plates of their boυndaries. Very large magniωde and
large natural periods and duration charaοterize such
earthquake events. The amplifiοation of goιlπd
motiοns is strongly influenοed by the nature of the
soil under the site, and tle comer periods are very

.cyclic moνements, charaαeistic for
earthquakes, where

is

essential

dsmendg;

for the

determination

of

horizontal οomp onΘnts

;

.νelocity of ground motions, with very impοrt.mt
values in near-soιrrοe regions, giving rise to vΘry
high strain-rates and impending the formation of
plastic hinges in tie struΦure members.

Without considering

all these aφects in

engineers. The co-operation witl the
seismologists, geologists and geοteοhniοal engineers
is necessary. The interaction between groιmd motiοn
types and duοtility demand requires to pay attention
to some important aΨects conceπιing the interaction
.struοtuτes

of struαural

between local.soιπce οonditions and
(Tablel):

-Seismic mαcrozonation' whiοh is an offiοial zoning
map, at the level of a Country, based on a hazιrd
analysis elaborated by seismologists and geologists.
This map divides the national territory in different
οategοries and provides for each area the minimum
values of earthquake intensity. At the same time, tlis
macrozonation must characterize the possible

ground motion type, as a surface or deφ souτοe,
inteφlate οr intraplate fault, etο.

-Seismic microzonαtion' which considers

geologists and seismologists. The result ofthis study
is a local map, which indicates the positions and the

charaοteristics

of

souτces, together with general

information about the soil οonditions.

tφes generally gives

aπplifiοation oοcurs for rigid structures with small

natural periods.

By οoupling of these t\i/o aΨΘcts, source depth and

in

is

the

possible earthquake sources at tle level ofregion or
tovrn, on the basis of common local investigation of

smaller values of maμitude, natural periods,
duration and comer periοds. Αn important

earthquake

οharaοteristics can be οbserved, whiοh must be
considered in design (Gioncu, 1999):
-directionaΙity of wave propagation, vθry important
in the case ofnear-source earthquakes;
-soil influence, as a resuh ofπavelling path and loοal
site stratification;
the main
one
-νelocity pulse, whiοh
οhaτacteristiοs of near-sourοe Θarthquakes, where
ground motions have ilistinα low-frequency pulses
in accelerations and coherent pulse in veloοity and
diφlacement;

the

evaluation of the required duαility, every desiμ
methodology should be incomplete. But this is a
very difEcult task, ιηihiοh oversteps the possibilities

.intrαplαte mechanisms (Figure 4b) assoοiated with
relative slip across geological faults' \λ,ithin a

meοhanism, Some diΙΙerences

duοtility

-νerticαl components, very high in the near-source
region, being in many cases greater than the

large.

teΦoniο plate. Such earthquake

far-sοurce

tle number of high value cycles

R,
s
|

I

of

ι-

./
.

rnfluence
ot soιΙ

fs

l\_

Γι

a)τ
b)
Figure 4 lnfluence ofsource mechanisms.
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,Ι'abιe

Ι.

ln οontroΙ ot

Activitγ

Ιnfnmatiοns

Speοialits

Sοheme

Mαcrozonation

ο
ο

seismοlοgist
geologist

ι
.

earthquake
intensitiΘs

Microzoιntion

.
o

seismologist
geologist

.
.
.

sourcΘ position
intensities

ο.

ο

Site conditioιIs

S tru ctur e c hαrα

c te

ο
.
ο
ο

r i s ti c s

.

-Site conditioιιs, established by geologists and
geotehniοal engineers, from tle examination of the

in

groιrnd mοtiοns (amplifiοation of

examination.

well as

level ofprotection

a

S1ruοtural eng.

a

arοhiteοt

a

o

general οοnfgυτation
materials
foundation ξpe
structural system

o\Mler

motions are desοribed by means of linear elastic

speοtrum. For the inelastiο deformations the design
spectfa are obtained by means of a reductiοn factor,
namely q-faοtor. Ιn this mΘthod the requiτed
ductility, D.*, is dfuectly related to q-faοtor. These

οalls

values are given by (Figure 5a):

structural

D=4u ,o=Q
- Qp
4

engineering judgements of

seismology, safety policy as

a

of

seismic protection is

established and the duοtility demand is fixed as a
function of this level. General οonfiguration'
structural materials, foιrndation and elevation types,
teοhnology of ereοtion, etc. are the results of this

ductilξ inevitably

ti:ne-historyrecords
meοtrιm

-Εquiναlent stαtic αnαlysis, based on the assumption
that the structural behaviour is governed by the first
gτound
vibration mode. The οharaοteristiοs

struοtural engineers, architects, builders and οιryners.

The definition of required

.

geοtechniοal eng.

builder

soil type
amp1ifiοation
duration

determinant factors:

οollaboration among geotehnical engineers and

for a series of

geοteοbniοal eng.

soil stratification

monotonic static nonlineaτ analysis (push-over
analysis) and dμamiο nonlinear analysis (timehistory analysis), presented in Table 2 with all the

-Strucfure charαcteristics, whiοh result from the

aοtivity.

geologist

r
ο
ο
.
ο

available methods for the designer are: monotoniο
statiο lineaτ analysis (equivalent static analysis),

acοelerations, modifiοation of natural vibration
periods, inοreasing of duration, etc) due to soiΙ
conditions must be speοified as a rΘsιrlt of site

At this stφ the level of

attenuation

ο drrretiοn

of tλese two specialists οategory, impeding a reliable
definition of seismic actions.
Ιn order to establish the requiτed duοtility, the

stratification ιrιder the proposed structure site. The

οhanging

δpes

matters. Forthis rΘason, the required ducti1ity should
οlose οollaboration between
be established
seismologists
structural engineers.

in
and

(2a,b)

Ιn the literature there are some proposals for the
rοlationship between D and q:

are some diffiοulties in
communiοation between these professionals.

Unfortιιnately, there

Seismologists break their researοh works at the level
of speοtτa without being interested in structure
behaviour. Ιn contrast, struοtural engineers have nο
zufficient knowledge in the seismologiοal problems'
$6, η important gap exists between tle view points
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o

Veletsos and Newmark (1960)

foτ

SDOF

SystΘms:

q=

{dD-+i)Ξ

(3a)

=q'-l
z

(3b)

resuΙting

D."q

Table 2. Available methods for dαermining the required ductility

Metlod

Struοture actions

Loading tvpe

Struοtural response

RequiΙed duΦilitν

F

\Ξ

\--1

ΕquiναΙent stαtic

tr

αιnlysis

\

Push-oνer
αnalysis

Time-history
αrnΙysis

ο

The proposals g6πing from Veletsos

Shinοzouka and Moriyama (1989) for MDOF

q =

ε1ρρ+l)_1

Shinozouka

predαermined loοal patterns of horizontal forοes.
These load patterns are supposed to desοτibe the
lateral load distributions whiοh ocοιrτ when the
struΦure is subjected to earthquakes (MazzoΙani &
Piluso, 1996). The determination of these pattΘras is
a very diffcult task, because it depends on the

Ι

(4b)

ε is

determined taking into acοount the
scattering ofnumeriοal testg using the average * one
standard deviation' Fοr buildings \Mith 3, 5 and 10
levels, after the examination of71 1 cases, results ε g
0.85.
Μazzolaιi and Pi1uso (1993) for MDOF:

where

influence

resulting:

,*o =i(n-t)

of

superior vibration modes and the

progressive plastiο hinge formation. Mezzοlani and

x 5implified metlodology
based on the rigid plastiο collapse meοhanism by
substitutiιg the aοtual οurve with a tri.linear οne
(Figure 6). The fiτst part correφonds to a linear
behaviour, while t}e equilibrium οuwe of οollapse is
determined by secοnd-order rigid-plastiο analysis
and can be desοribed by the following relationship:
Piluso (1997) develοp

C

ι = ]o+r

& Moriyama relatiοn gives tle

maximum values of ductility demands (Figure 5b).
-Push-oνer αιnlysis. The struοture is subjeαed to
incremental lateraΙ loads, using one or more

tql
l- | -r
2

Nelrumark

with the medium values for requiτed ductility. The
(4a)

resulting:

Dreq = \ε./

&

aιd' Μazzolani &Piluso οorreψond very οlosely

systems:

(5 a)

where

(5b)

is

α

αρ

=

αo_ysδ
collapse multiplier of

is the

(6)
ttre

horizontaΙ forces, obtained by rigid-plastic analysis
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and μ is the slφe of ttre linearized meοhanism
curve, determined in funαion of mechanism tψe.
The οuψ produοeil by the intersection of elastiο
cuτve and mechanism equilibrium cιrrve is οutted by

horizontal straight line, οorreφonding to a point of
mechanism equilibrium cιrrve \λ,ith
sway
diψlacement equal
2.5 times the elastic
diφlacement.
a

a

to

The required rotatioη of plastic hinges can be
determined by the relationship:

^

|

.-

=;(δμ
4eq'rro

_δy)

(7)

where Ι{ο is the sum of the intrestorey heights

of tle

storeys involved in the collapse mechanism. The
ultimate diφlaοement value can be dαermined
correψonding to nΘar cοllapse οritΘria (Gionοu

1999b). Using this metlodology, the required
dιrctility for eεοh storey must be determined.
The push-οver analysis is relatively simple to be

implemented, but contains
gre t number of
^ that may be
assιrmptions and approximations
reasonable in some cases and ιrnreasonable in ot}er
ones' Eψeοially, when the superior vibratioι modes
have important effeΦs, the obtaineιl results can be
very far from tle aοtual behaviour οf struΦuτe.
-Time history αnαΙysis. The struΦure is zubjected to

an artificial or recorded accelerogram and

the

structure reΨοnse is determined by considering the

nonlinear elasto-plastiο defοrmation of structure.
The result of this analysis is an envelop of requireil
duοtility for each structιrre levels. The maximum
demands Ιnay oοcιrrs at different levels alοng tle
struσture height, in funωion of the eaπhquake
natural period. Ιn the οase of short periods, the

@ Shrnozoυka
@ Vetestos
@ Mazzotanι

struο1ure top is more affeοted, while for long periods
the maximum required duαiΙities occlrrs at the fiτst
levels (Figure 7) (Gionοu et al', 2000b). Due to the
development of computer sοience, today is not a
problem to perform such a complex analysis. But tle

real problem of this method is the option for an
acοelerοgram, which adequately rφresents thΘ
earthquake at the structure site.

tll'n

b)
Figure 5 Equivalent statiο analysis.

Ξ

i"η.

λL+'
(= Φ-f,δ

Tj

=1J2s

6

T2

=0.61s

,

T3 =0.35s

l'n

t_hμ-'

+

il\.'
Πhs4
iΗ |toΗι',
ΗJ'r-τ
=
Π JΙ1Γ"l' Ι17H'

3

?
1

Figure 6 Push-over analysis.

Figure 7 Ti:ne history anaΙysis.
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1.ο
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Table
Member Wpe

Ιn-plane bucklins

T
4

Joint tvoe

Out-ofolane bucklins

Flanse fraσture

r.---Γ--*γ
k--=--:#-

τ

τ

of

CollaDse twes

Welded joinι

Pαnel buckling

Βoltedioinι

Bolt frαcture

Pαnel crushing

Εnd

Loοal behaviour

Weld frαcπre

plαtefrαcnre

Table 6 Classification criteria
Prοοerties
Behaviοur

abΙe 5 coΙΙaDse tvDes ιrnder seismlc Ιoads

Earthquake ttτe

Flanse induοed bucklins

Rigidity

Weldfrαcfure

of

ints

Joint tvpe

.
.

rigid joint
semi-rigid

.

full strength

ο

partial strength

Pulse loαds

Sπength

joint

joint

ioint
Cyclic loαds

Ductiιiιy
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l
ο

duοtile joint

ο

brittlejoint

semi-ductiΙe

joint

The choice of an acοelerogram is a very coφlex
task due to the faα that at t}e same site. as a resιrlt
of tle same source' tΙe ground motions may be very
di-fferent iι charaοteristics for di'fferent events.
Therefore, the metlod of aπφlification of tle peak
ground acοeleration without changing other
characteristiοs (periods, duration, veloοities, etc),
what in generally done according to this method, is
very disputable.
Α1l the above mentioned methods contain many
assumptions whiοh οan introduce some eποrs in ttre

evaluation

of required ductility. Thus,

elements. The main aφeΦs of,these coΙlapse modes
are presented in Gioncu and Ρetοu (1991\, Gioncu et
al (2000a), as well as, in t}e οoφanion papers
Αnastasiadis et al (2000) and Gionοu (2000).
The tφes of local failuτe must be οonsidered foτ
available duαility ιrnder seismic loaιls (Table 5). Ιn
the case ofpulse lοads, charaΦeristic for near-source

earthquakes, the great veloοity induοes very high
strain-rate and fraοture of members or joints oοοurs
at the fiτst or seοond cycle, Contrary, if the aοtion is
οharacterized by cyclic loads, eφecially for farsource earthquakes and soft soils, an accumulation

the

of plastic

inteφretation of resrrlts must be done vrithin the
οontext of the used assuφtions. The dαermination
of a realistiο duοtiΙity demands is one of the most

οoφlex problem because contains many
unοertainties and discussions beyond the cuτrent
knowleιlge of a structural engineer. This may $g an
eηplanation why today the verification of struαuτe
ductiΙity is mοre an exception than a nrle, But these

joints may be classified aοcording to theiτ capaοity
to restore the properties of beams and οolumns.

Based on the met}oil of οoryonents, the overall

behaviour οfthe node is dictated by the behaviour οf

the weakest οoη)onΘnt (Tschemmernegg,
oomponent with the smallest value.

6 DUCTΙLΙTY ctΙEcKΙNG

5 LocΑL DUCTΙLΙTY AS AVΑΙLΑBLE

The οapaοity desiμ method is based on tλe οonοφt
that tle available ductility, determined from local
duοtility, is greater tλan the required ductility,

DUcTΙLΙTY

The determination of local ductility is more related
to the structural engineer judgements than to the
requiτed duοtility and οontains less unοertainties

obtained from global duοtility.

A

οhart for

determining ttre global and local ductilities, as well
as, the concφtual duοtiΙity cheοking is illustrated in
Figure 9.

(Gioncu, 1997). Beams, οolumns and joints compose
a framed structure. tn seismic design some οritical
sections are chosen tο form a suitable plastic

it is

1998),

whiοh is determined by tle οomparison of the two
plastic moments. The nοde duαility is given by the

predicted οonditions.

mechanism able to dissipate an important amount

a

properties of connected members in terms οf
rigidity, strength and duοtility (Table 6). So, the

problems do not differ very muοh from the ones
conοerning the strength and rigiιtity verifications.
However, in order to minimizs the assumed risk in
the prediοtiοn of the ductility requirements, it is
neοΘssary to estimate the seismic aοtivity, to
evaιuate the loοal soil conditions as well as to assess
the structural behaviοur under the estimated and

the input energy. Generally,

deformation ocοurs, producing

degradation in behaviour and the fraοture takes plaοe
after a high number ofcycles.
Ιn order to establish ttre weakest component of a
node, ttre joint properties must be conφared with the

of

cοnsidered tlat

these sections are located at the beam Θnds, \η/here
plastic hinges occur during a strong earthquake. But
the beam isjοined to a node, rνhich connects also t}e
οolumn' Furftermore, tλe local plastiο mechanism in
the structιπe can be located not only at the beam or
colu'nn ends, but also at joints, οr at botl member
ends andjoints. Cοnsequently, the local ductility has

to be defined at the level of node, coπposed by
panel zone (column web), conneοtion elements

(bolts or welds, plates, angles, etc) and member ends
(Figure 8) (Gonοu, 1999, Goncu et aξ 2000a).
The οollapse modes of the members are presented
in Table 3: in-plane, out-of-plane, flange induced
buοkling ηφes and flange fracture. The collapse
modes for welded or bolted joints are shoιryn in
Tablο 4. Ιt is interesting to notiοe that in οase of
welded joints the coΙlapse mode is governed by the
panel οollapse, while for bolted johts, by conneοtiοn

Figure 8 Νode coφonents
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For global duωility the hierarοhy is at the level of

of duαility in frames subjeωeιl to some rφeated

for local ductility material, οross"seΦion, member

approach.

souτce, φiοentral disance, site and structure, ιηlhile

and οonnectioηs are tle πεin faΦors. The
οoryarison betιryeeιr required and availabΙe

duοtilities, D."q, D.,., can be performed in two ways
as follows:
-direct νerificαlion using tλe Θquation (1);
-cαlculαtion of ductility index gμeι by the equation
(2).

The use of diτeα verification has the puφosΘ to
assurΘ that tle redisπibution of forοes after the
formation of plastic hirg"s, in some predetermined
seαtions, is going to be uder stable οonditions in
order to prev€,rt the shuthΙre collapse. Confrary, the
use of duαilΦ inilex has the advantage to limit the
member and joint dxmage below an acοφtable leve|
in order to allow for an easy rφaiτing. The reserve

earftquakes may be ιletermined by using the latter

7 coNcLUSΙoNS
Ιn seismiο analysis ttre most ιliΙficult problem is to
prediα in a propΘr mlnner ttre earthquake tφe and
the seismiο aοtions' because a gΙeat variability of
these charaΦeristics exists. The code provisioιs are
normaly very pooη being based only on a reduοed
number of design paramΦeΙs, whiοh cannot οover
tle possible seismic actions. Due to t\is code lack,
in many cases tle structure behaviour is studied by

structural eιrgineers starting frοm a \rTong
ιlistribution of lateral forces. Consequelrtly the

obtainΘd results are faτ from the reahty. only the
intrοduοtiοn in οode provisions of more reliable
metλods to establish tle seismiο actions οan solve
this siωation. Therefore, thο oo-operatioι with the
seismologists must be enlarged. As usuεlly the
seismologists have a limited knowledge on tΙe
StructurΘ behaviour, it is ttre ιluty of structural
engineers to

fill the existing gap.

Recent ilevelopments of advanced dggign concφts,
as the ones introduced in tle capacity desiμ
method, are based on the scope to provide the
structure with sufEcient

duαility, in

ttre same way as

fοr strength and rigidity, in order to minimize
aforementioned problems.

For tlese

οοnsistent, comprehensive

and

the

rΘasoas,

a

tranΨarent
metλodology is developed here which οonsiders tλe
required and available duotilities determined at the
levels of tle overall structure as well as at the local
levels of the structural componΘnts, The main

faοtors influenοing these duαiΙities are presented.

One can consider that today

tle

accumulated

knowleιlge allows to eΙaborate a slfficiently 5imple,

but

can

be

For instance in EC8. instead to refer to

the

consis.teιrt methodology, rηihich

implemented in the modem codes.

provisions of EC 3 conοerning tle ductility of crossseοtion under statiοal conιlitions, it shoιrld be more
useful to Θlaborate an Αnneι in whiοh tle bases of

ductility sfoseking

in

seismic conditions

are

presented. At the same time, some constructional
detaiΙs, very important to assιrre an adequate seismic

ξ

behaviour, prevΘnting

ι+

t}e local

damages, are

required to be introduced in this Αnnex.

3

?
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